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Abstract—This paper presents a simple 

and powerful algorithm to automatically 

repaint a color image. This new 

approach uses the pixel transformation 

based on the correlation between the 

distribution of the original image and the 

distribution of the reference image. The 

presented scheme first finds the original 

image pixels’ distribution and the 

reference image pixels’ distribution in R 

plane, G plane, and B plane, respectively. 

Each plane then is transformed into 

Gaussian distribution, respectively and 

simultaneously. In each plane, the 

presented scheme uses the linear 

regression to find the best fitting function 

for the transformed data of original 

image and the transformed data of 

reference image. The repainting 

transformed data is calculated by the 

best fitting function. Finally, the 

repainting data is obtained by taking the 

inverse transformation of the repainting 

transformed data.To explore the utility 

and demonstrate the efficiency of the 

proposed algorithm, simulations under 

various input images were conducted. 

The experiment results showed that our 

proposed algorithm can precisely 

simulate the desired scenes at an 

assigned time and has two advantages: (a) 

Using the best fitting function to 

determine the pixel value of each pixel to 

repaint the color image is time saving 

largely. (b) It is also time saving by 

directly taking the repainting on RGB 

domain instead of other domains, 

because it does not need any domain 

transformation.  

 

Keywords—repaint, Gaussian distribution,  

linear regression, transformation, best 
fitting function. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
    Reflected light from an object is 

the product of surface spectral reflectance 

and illumination spectral power distribution. 

Consequently, illumination color 

significantly determines the object’s color 

appearance. The object color appearance 

changes accordingly when the illumination 

color changes. This leads to many problems 

in algorithms of computer vision. For 

example, the illumination change in 

creating a realistic model causes the color 

appearance of an object to be inconsistent 

[1].  

Color is one important source of 

information for out- door image analysis, 

classification, segmentation, recognition, 

and retrieval[2]. Unfortunately, out-door 

scene images obtained from capturing 

devices, are severely influenced by the 

spectral and spatial distribution of lighting 

in the scene. And, outdoor scenes are 

particularly hard to treat in terms of lighting 

conditions due to weather phenomena, time 

of day and seasons. [3] 
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Earth’s atmosphere contains both air 

molecules and tiny aerosols (much tinier 

than the wavelength of the visible light 

from Sun) - both of them scatter the visible 

light from the Sun which grazes Earth's 

atmosphere. The scattering from both air 

molecules and aerosols is predominantly 

the Rayleigh scattering [4- 7]. According to 

the Rayleigh scattering law of light, blue 

light is scattered more than the red light. 

When the sun is relatively vertical to the 

horizon, its light goes through very little 

atmosphere, so little scattering takes place, 

hence the sky far away from the sun 

appears light blue at noon. Conversely, 

approaching to sunrise or sunset, Sunlight 

has to travel through a much thicker layer 

of atmosphere to reach us on the ground. 

This extra distance causes multiple 

scatterings of blue light, the sky appears 

less bright and redder than that at noon 

because more blue light than red light is 

scattered out of the solar light-rays, leaving 

an excess of red light.  

It is very difficult to obtain the 

concentration and the diameters of the air 

molecules and the tiny aerosols in the 

Earth’s atmosphere so it is impossible to 

estimate the colors of an outdoor scene 

precisely by using the Rayleigh scattering 

law of light. In 2002, Thompson derived a 

spatial post- processing algorithm of night 

scene [8] based on the visual noise (VN) 

and the loss of acuity (LA).It can generate 

more realistic night scene, but it cannot 

clearly illustrate the differences between 

different times during the entire night 

because of its neglecting for the time factor. 

Alexander Toet used the method introduced 

by Welsh et al to transfer a source image's 

color characteristics to a grayscale target 

image (night vision imagery)[9,10]. They 

transformed both the source image and the 

target image that resembles the target 

scenes into a perceptually miscorrelated 

color space. In the miscorrelated color 

space, they searched the best matching 

source pixel from the source image for each 

target pixel by using the first order statistics 

of the luminance distribution in a 7×7 

window around the source and target pixels. 

Finally, they assigned the matching pixel’s 

chromaticity values of the source image to 

the target pixel. Although they effectively 

give single-band intensified night vision 

gray imagery a full color day-time image, 

but to find a suitable resembled color 

source image for the target image is not 

easy, and the final colors of the chromatic 

target image completely depends on the 

colors of the source image. They are not the 

true colors of the target image taken in day. 

Other papers about the scenes can be found 

in [11-15] 

The Gaussian distribution is first derived 

by De Moivre and later by both Gauss and 

Laplace. The Gaussian distribution is the 

most widely useful distribution; it 

frequently appears in nearly all areas of 

science, engineering, commerce, and so on. 

These important properties of its precise 

description of many practical and 

significant real world quantities are the 

result of many small independent random 

effects acting to generate the quantity of 

interest. The presented algorithm uses the 

pixel transformation based on the 

correlation between the distribution of the 

original image and the distribution of the 

reference image. The presented scheme first 

finds the original image pixels’ distribution 

and the reference image pixels’ distribution 

in R plane, G plane, and B plane, 

respectively. Each plane then is 

transformed into Gaussian distribution, 

respectively and simultaneously. In each 

plane, the presented scheme uses the linear 

regression to find the best fitting function 

for the transformed data of original image 

and the transformed data of reference image. 

The repainting transformed data is 

calculated by the best fitting function. 

Finally, the repainting data is obtained by 

taking the inverse transformation of the 

repainting transformed data. The red, green 

and blue are the primary components of 

light (or color image) in spatial domain. 

The spatial pixels of an image are often 

correlative, so the spatial domain of an 

image is very suitable for taking repainting.  

. The remainder of this paper is 

organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 

repainting algorithm of color image. 

Empirical results are described in the 

Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes this 

paper.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength
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OIR: Original Image Red Chanel
OIG: Original Image Greed Chanel
OIB: Original Image Blue Chanel
RIR: Refer Image Red Chanel
RIG: Refer Image Greed Chanel
RIB: Refer Image Blue Chanel 
LR: Linear Regression
BFF: Best Fitting Function
CCM: Color Chanel Merge 
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OIG
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INTOIB

INTRIR

INTRIG

INTRIB

NOIR: Normalized Original Image Red Chanel
NOIG: Normalized Original Image Greed Chanel
NOIB: Normalized Original Image Blue Chanel
NRIR: Normalized Refer Image Red Chanel
NRIG: Normalized Refer Image Greed Chanel
NRIB: Normalized Refer Image Blue Chanel
INTOIR: Inverse Normalized Transformation of OIR
INTOIG: Inverse Normalized Transformation of OIG
INTOIB: Inverse Normalized Transformation of OIB

RNOIR: Repainted Original Image Red Chanel
RNOIG :Repainted Original Image Greed Chanel
RNOIB :Repainted Original Image Blue Chanel
RNRIR :Repainted Refer Image Red Chanel
RNRIG :Repainted Refer Image Greed Chanel
RNRIB :Repainted Refer Image Blue Chanel
INTRIR: Inverse Normalized Transformation of RIR
INTRIG: Inverse Normalized Transformation of RIG
INTRIB: Inverse Normalized Transformation of RIB

Fig. 1 The flow chart of the presented algorithm of color image repainting 
 

2. THE PRESENTED RE- 

COLORIZING ALGORITHM 

 
  The presented scheme first finds the original 

image pixels’ distribution and the reference 

image pixels’ distribution in L* plane, a* plane, 

and b* plane, respectively. Each plane then is 

transformed into Gaussian distribution, 

respectively. In each transferred plane, the 

presented scheme uses the multiple regression 

to find the best fitting functions for the 

transformed data of original image. The re- 

colorizing transformed data is calculated by the 

best fitting functions. Finally, the re-colorizing 

data is obtained by taking the inverse 

transformation of the re- colorizing transformed 

data. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the 

presented re- coloring algorithm. The more 

detail description of the presented algorithm is 

illustrated in the follow 

 

2.1 The RGB color system 

 

The color of an object can be explained 

scientifically as the color of light reflected 

by the particular object (while lights of 

other colors being absorbed). Although the 

range of colors is infinite, the range of 

colors which is perceivable by human 

visual system can be produced by the 

mixtures of finite visual lights of various 

wavelengths. Human eyes have three 

different cone shaped light receptors 

[16-18]. Each cone receptor is sensitive to a 

special range of colors. One is sensitive to 

primarily red, another to primarily green, 

and another to primarily blue.  Each cone 

receptor transmits a neural pulse to the 

brain at a rate proportional to the light’s 

intensity. By combining the signal rates 

transmitted from three cone receptors, the 

brain is able to interpret color and 

brightness of the light perceived. Hence, by 

combining different proportions of the three 

colors (red, green and blue), a full range of 

perceivable colors by human eyes is able to 

be reproduced.  

In televisions, computer monitors, and 

colored image projection systems, by using 

only the three colors are enough to 

adequately represent any of the unlimited  

visible colors [19,20]. For measuring or 

reproducing color, a number of three 

dimensional color models have been 

defined; Color models like as HIS, L*a*b*, 

YIQ, YUV, and YCbCr are suitable for 
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image processing applications, they are 

obtained by some color transform from 

RGB color space, They are suitable for 

image processing applications, but not 

suitable for the color representation of a 

color image. The image in RGB color space 

is not suitable for image processing 

applications because the image in RGB 

color space is highly correlated, but it is the 

most suitable for the color representation of 

a color image. The RGB color model is the 

most popular and natural color model, due 

to it can compose any color adequately. R, 

G and B component of a color in RGB 

color space are given by: 
700

400 , ,, , ( ) ( ) ( )R G BR G B k I S d       (1) 

wherek is a constant that defines the total 

overall brightness response of the human 

eyes, [ ]I   is the illumination spectral 

intensity of a color, [ ] is the object 

spectral reflectivity, , , [ ]R G BS 
is the spectral 

sensitivity of the R or G or B channel of the 

detector and  is the wavelength. The 

normalized red, green, and blue coordinates 

are defined as follow: 

( )r R R G B       (2) 

( )g G R G B       (3) 

( )b B R G B       (4) 

where R, G and B are the intensities of red, 

green, and blue light at a given pixel [21.22]. 

In order to obtain the more accuracy 

regression of a scene image, we spilt the 

original image into its R, G, and B 

components firstly.  
 

2.2 Gaussian Distribution 

 

The Gaussian distribution is first 

derived by De Moivre and later by both 

Gauss and Laplace. The Gaussian 

distribution is the most widely useful 

distribution; it frequently appears in nearly 

all areas of science, engineering, commerce, 

and so on. This important properties of its 

precise description of many practical and 

significant real world quantities, especially 

when such quantities are the result of many 

small independent random effects acting to 

generate the quantity of interest. The 

Gaussian density function is described by the 

probability density function 

f x =
1

 2πσ2
e−(x−μ)2/2σ2

     (5) 

which is symmetric about x .The maximum 

value is 1  2πσ2  appears at x = μ . Its 

spread about the point x = μ is related to σ. 

The function value decreases to 0.607 times 

its maximum at x=μ + σ and x=μ − σ. For 

the Gaussian distribution, then 68% of events 

fall within 1σ,95% of events fall within 

2σ,97.7% of events fall within 3σ. 

 

2.3 The Linear regression  

 

When performing experiment, we frequently 

tabulate data in the form of ordered pairs 

),(),...,,(),,( 2211 nn yxyxyx with each ix
 distinct. 

Given the data, it is then usually desirable to 

be able to predict y  from x  by finding a 

mathematical model, that is, a function

)(xHy   that fits the data as closely as 

possible. One way to determine how well the 

function )(xHy   fits these order pairs 

),(),...,,(),,( 2211 nn yxyxyx
is to measure the 

sum of squares of the errors (SSE) between 

the predicted values of y  and the observed 

values iy
 for all of the n data points.  

Linear regression is one of the widely used 

statistical techniques [43, 44]. This technique 

is used to find a polynomial function of 

degree k , 
k

k xxxy   ...2
210  as 

the predicting function, that has the minimum 

of the sum of squares of the errors(SSE) 

between the predicted values of y  and the 

observed values iy
 for all of the n data 

points 
),(),...,,(),,( 2211 nn yxyxyx

.The values 

of 0 , 1 , 2  ,…, and k that minimize 

SSE β0 ,β1 , … , βk =   Yi −  β0 + β0βxi + β2xi
2 + ⋯ + βk xi

k  
2

(6)

n

i=1

 

     

are obtained by setting the 1k  first partial 

derivatives 
),...,,( 10

0

kSSE 




, 
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),...,,( 10

1

kSSE 




, …, and 

),...,( 10 k

k

SSE 




 equal to zero, and 

solving the resulting simultaneous linear 

system of the so-called normal equations: 
nβ0 + β1  xi + β2  xi

2 + ⋯ + βk  xi
kn

i=1
n
i=1

n
i=1 = Yi

n
i=1 (7) 

 

β0  xi + β1  xi
2 + ⋯ + βk  xi

kn
i=1

n
i=1

n
i=1 = xiYi

n
i=1 (8) 

 
β0  xi

k + β1  xi
k+1 + ⋯ + βk  xi

2kn
i=1

n
i=1

n
i=1 = Yixi

kn
i=1 (9) 

 

, and the matrix form solution of the normal 

equations system be  

 
 

(a)Original Image 
 

(b)Reference Image 
 

(c)Repainted Image 

(d)R plane (e)G plane (f)B plane 

Fig. 2. The linear regression of the original color image and the reference color 

image;(a)Original color image, (b)Reference color image, (c)Repainted color image, (d)the 

linear regression in the R plane, (e) the linear regression in the G plane, (f) the linear regression 

in the B plane. 
 

 
(a) Original Image 

 
(b) Reference Image 

 
(c) Repainted Image 
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(d)R-Chanel 

 
(e)R-Chanel 

 
(f)R-Chanel 

 
(g)G-Chanel 

 
(h)G-Chanel 

 
(i)G-Chanel 

 
(j)B-Chanel 

 
(k)B-Chanel 

 
(l)B-Chanel 

Fig. 3. simulation results, (a) Original Image, (b) Refer Image, (c)Repainted image, (d) 

R-Chanel of (a), (e) R-Chanel of (b), (f) R-Chanel of (c) , (g) G-Chanel of (a), (h) G-Chanel of 

(b), (i) G-Chanel of (c), (j) B-Chanel of (a), (k) B-Chanel of (b), (l) B-Chanel of (c). 
 

TABLE 1: THE STATISTIC VALUES OF FIG.3. 

 
 Original Image Reference Image Repainted Image 

MR 79.9461 159.3727 152.8975 

MG 61.7109 35.3308 37.7732 

MB 53.0032 7.2787 20.9327 

SR 70.0282 85.3229 58.2491 

SG 48.5672 59.8086 46.6071 

SB 52.6069 30.7386 44.2373 
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Figure 2 shows the linear regression in the R 

plane, G plane, and the B plane of a 32*32  

 
(a)Original Image 

 
(b) Reference Image 

 
(c)Repainted Image 

 
(d)Difference Image 

Fig. 4. simulation images, (a)original image, (b) reference image, (c) repainted image, (d)the 

difference image between the original image and the repainted image. 

TABLE 2: THE STATISTIC VALUES OF FIG.4.  

 Original Image Reference Image Repainted Image 

MR 101.899 95.6056 95.904 

MG 118.2243 74.9931 76.7079 

MB 164.7212 76.4277 82.6985 

SR 46.7933 80.7548 46.7829 

SG 42.8885 65.9013 39.5958 

SB 56.8072 61.4968 43.53 

 

 
(a)Original Image 

 
(b) Reference Image 

 
(c) Repainted Image 

 
(d) Difference Image 

Fig. 5. simulation images, (a)original image, (b) reference image, (c) repainted image, (d)the 

difference image between the original image and the repainted image. 

 
TABLE 3: THE STATISTIC VALUES OF FIG.5 

 Original Image Reference Image Repainted Image 

MR 146.4322 81.8842 86.9693 

MG 89.1814 125.0496 125.181 

MB 93.7952 135.3151 135.7946 

SR 68.7051 65.9391 59.0253 

SG 33.7305 51.2038 33.7289 

SB 28.3915 91.1322 28.3885 
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(a)Original Image 

 
(b) Reference Image 

 
(c) Repainted Image 

 
(d) Difference Image 

Fig. 6. simulation images, (a)original image, (b) reference image, (c) repainted image, (d)the 

difference image between the original image and the repainted image. 

 
TABLE 4: THE STATISTIC VALUES OF FIG.6 

 Original Image Reference Image Repainted Image 

MR 132.9273 101.6116 102.0284 

MG 150.0663 76.5998 77.854 

MB 169.3153 69.8364 72.9481 

SR 54.9274 55.3663 54.7244 

SG 48.5555 35.768 47.0828 

SB 48.3282 31.1784 43.1924 

 

 

 

 
(a)Original Image 

 
(b) Reference Image 

 
(c) Repainted Image 

 
(d) Difference Image 

Fig. 7. simulation images, (a)original image, (b) reference image, (c) repainted image, (d)the 

difference image between the original image and the repainted image. 

TABLE 5: THE STATISTIC VALUES OF FIG.7 

 Original Image Reference Image Repainted Image 

MR 90.043 210.531 207.554 

MG 132.697 123.987 123.697 

MB 88.731 85.422 85.861 

SR 44.341 32.349 40.221 

SG 57.234 20.843 57.234 

SB 61.707 14.314 61.525 

 

original color image and a 32*32 

reference color image. 

Figure 4- Figure 7 and table 2- table 5 

are also used to illustrate the performance of  

 

the presented algorithm. Fig. 4(a) is the 

original image taken in afternoon, Fig. 4(b) is 

the reference image taken at dusk, Fig. 4(c) is  
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the repainted image, and Fig. 4(d) is the 

absolute difference image between the 

original image and the repainted image. On 

the other hand, Table 2 shows the statistic 

characteristics (mean, standard deviation in R, 

G, B plane, respectively) of the three images 

(original, reference, and repainted) of figure 

4.  

Fig. 5(a) is the original image taken in 

afternoon, Fig. 5(b) is the reference image 

taken at dusk, Fig. 5(c) is the repainted image, 

and Fig. 5(d) is the absolute difference image 

between the original image and the repainted 

image. On the other hand, Table 3 shows the 

statistic characteristics (mean, standard 

deviation in R, G, B plane, respectively) of 

the three images (original, reference, and 

repainted) of figure 5. 

Fig. 6(a) is the original image taken in 

afternoon, Fig. 6(b) is the reference image 

taken at dusk, Fig. 6(c) is the repainted image, 

and Fig. 6(d) is the absolute difference image 

between the original image and the repainted 

image. On the other hand, Table 4 shows the 

statistic characteristics (mean, standard 

deviation in R, G, B plane, respectively) of 

the three images (original, reference, and 

repainted) of figure 6. 

Fig. 7(a) is the original image taken in 

afternoon, Fig. 7(b) is the reference image 

taken at dusk, Fig. 7(c) is the repainted image, 

and Fig. 7(d) is the absolute difference image 

between the original image and the repainted 

image. On the other hand, Table 5 shows the 

statistic characteristics (mean, standard 

deviation in R, G, B plane, respectively) of 

the three images (original, reference, and 

repainted) of figure 7.  

Previous experiment results show that 

the presented algorithm treats RGB channels 

independently can give much sharper results. 

Another good feature of the presented 

algorithm is that the repainted are more 

realistic compared to other methods. 

 

4.CONCLUSION 

 

For color image re-colorizing 

simulation using a computer with Intel 

Pentium D 2.80GHz CPU and 512MB RAM, 

it only takes less than 0.8 second to 

re-colorize a color image of size 512 × 512 

by our algorithm. The experiment results 

show that the presented algorithm can 

efficiently re- colorize the color images with 

reserving the contours of original images and 

has advantage that using the best fitting 

function to determine the pixel value of each 

pixel to re- colorize the color image is time 

saving largely. With this algorithm, one can 

successfully and effectively re- colorize the 

color image no matter it is of uniform color 

or complex colors so it is suitable to be used 

in the design of virtual reality and the 

recognition of color image. 
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